**ANNOUNCEMENT NUMBER:** 20-080  

**CLOSE OUT DATE:** Open Until Filled  

**POSITION TITLE:** ANG Advise and Assist Team Chief (AAT Chief)  

**POSITION INFORMATION:** Length: Min 130 days/120 BOG, Prefer 179 days, Applicant Request for 1-year PCS will also be considered Pending Funding and Airman’s continued eligibility. ADOS, Title 10 - 12301d  

**RANK/GRADE REQUIREMENT:** O6/Colonel  

**AFSC REQUIREMENT:** Any AFSC *MSG Command background preferred*  

**SECURITY CLEARANCE REQ:** Secret  

**LOCATION:** Joint Base Andrews, MD – Forward deploy to 156th Airlift Wing, Carolina, Puerto Rico  

**WHO MAY APPLY:** Qualified ANG members only  

**POC Position:** Name: Col Barbra Buls, COMM: 240-612-8001, barbra.s.buls.mil@mail.mil  

**Position Description (Duty Description):** This Title-10 position reports directly to the Air National Guard Readiness Center (ANGRC) Vice Commander and embeds with the 156th Airlift Wing, Puerto Rico Air National Guard. As the NGB Advise and Assist Team Chief (AAT Chief) you will identify and prioritize resource requests, direct assigned T10 team member actions, ensure coordination between PR ANG leadership and NGB, and prepare / provide periodic status reports on NGB/ANG support to the PR ANG Recovery Effort. The AAT Chief is responsible for all AAT personnel while deployed to PR regardless of tour duration. The primary AAT mission is to support PR ANG efforts to identify and address deficiencies, enabling readiness to meet all state and federal tasks. The AAT is made up of Subject Matter Experts from across the ANG who voluntarily deploy, as needed; to support and conduct training, provide force

---

**IAW ADOS Application Procedures**  

Please submit complete ADOS applications as 1 PDF to usaf.jbanafw.ngb-hr.mbx.HR-ADOS@mail.mil  

*If unable to encrypt, or the application is over 4MB, please forward via [https://safe.amrdec.army.mil/safe/](https://safe.amrdec.army.mil/safe/) to above address*
augmentation, and mentor PR ANG members. The AAT Chief interacts daily with the 156th Wing Commander and provides frequent updates to the PR ANG General Officers and the NGB/ANGRC Leadership in the PR ANG Recovery Plan of Action and Milestones (POAM) resource needs, accomplishments, and adjustments. The PR ANG is a fully bi-lingual force, Spanish language skills are not required.

Following are examples of required deliverables/expectations:
- Address mission impediments at local and national levels
- Attend PRANG RSD’s
- Attend Wing Staff Meetings
- Attend weekly and monthly conference calls
- Provide monthly AAT SITREP
- Coordinate SME requirements and funding through NGB
- Coordinate SME After Action Reports
- Track/Report AAT leave requests and administrative items
- Prepare, track and coordinate AAT awards and recognition

The successful candidate will be a self-starter with strong organizational skills, written and oral communication skills, and the ability to multitask. MUST HAVE proven interpersonal skills to quickly build trust and maintain high functioning, professional relationships. Strong consideration will be given to applicants with Mission Support Group Command experience.

ADOS Application Procedures Form: http://www.ang.af.mil/Careers/Active-Duty-for-Operational-Support/